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Abstract: Problem Statement: Transitional Cell Carcinoma (TCC) of the bladder is a significant
health problem worldwide. The molecular mechanisms of tumor development and progression are
complicated but likely involve the interaction of tumor suppressor genes, oncogenes, cell cycle
regulatory proteins and other factors. Hence this study tries to explore the role of p53, bcl-2, c-myc and
Ki-67 in TCC of the bladder in correlation with different clinicopathological criteria which are tumor
grade, muscle invasion by the tumor and disease presentation, primary or recurrent tumor. Approach:
Thirty patients with TCC of the bladder were involved in the period from March 2007 - May 2008.
Tumors were diagnosed by histopathology and compared with 20 control subjects. The expressions of
p53, bcl-2, c-myc and Ki-67 proteins were investigated by immunohistochemistry (IHC). Results:
Increased expression of p53 and bcl-2 was associated with tumor grade and muscle invasion (p<0.05),
but not with disease presentation (p>0.05). C-myc expression was only associated with muscle
invasion (p<0.05). Ki-67 was associated with tumor grade, muscle invasion and tumor presentation
(p<0.05). The correlation among these cell cycle proteins was generally significantly positive except
for the correlation between bcl-2 and c-myc was poor. Conclusions: There was a significant oncogenic
role of p53 and bcl-2 on TCC in terms of muscle invasion and tumor grade. C-myc was associated only
with tumor invasiveness and Ki-67 proved to act as a reliable prognostic factor of TCC. This could
highlight the hot targets of TCC anti-cancer therapy and the reliable targets for disease prognosis.
Key words: Immunohistochemistry, p53, bcl-2, Ki-67, c-myc, t ransitional cell carcinoma of the
bladder
INTRODUCTION

bladder cancer. The genetic mechanism causing
overexpression of the c-myc gene in bladder cancer is
unknown. It could be related to hypomethylation[5] and
its overexpression has been shown to be associated with
high-grade bladder cancer[6].
P53 is known to play a vital role in the regulation
of the cell cycle. Upon DNA damage, the level of p53
protein increases causing cell-cycle arrest. This allows
for the repair of DNA and prevents propagation of the
DNA defect[7]. The evidence that p53 dysfunction is
relevant to human cancer is compelling. The
contribution of defective p53 to human cancer
development can be considered by following the
individual cellular responses regulated by p53, as in
loss of p53-dependent apoptosis, proliferative
advantage, genomic instability and DNA repair and
angiogenic control loss[8]. Mutations in the p53 gene
result in the production of an abnormal and usually
dysfunctional protein product with a prolonged half-life
compared to the wild-type protein. Consequently, this

Bladder cancer is the second most common
malignancy of the genitourinary system[1]. Acquired
and inherited alterations of genes that function as
regulators of cell growth and differentiation are
considered as crucial steps in the initiation and
progression of human malignancies [2]. The neoplastic
change in the urothelium is a multistep phenomenon[3].
An initiator and its metabolites induce an alteration in
normal cell DNA, which allows its transformation into
a malignant cell through an alteration in the normal
transfer of genetic information from DNA to RNA [3].
The exact genetic events leading to urothelial
transformation are still unknown, but they are likely
multiple and most probably involve the activation of
oncogenes and the inactivation or loss of tumor
suppressor genes [4].
The c-myc gene has been shown to be
overexpressed in several human tumors including
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abnormal protein accumulates in the cell nucleus and
can be detected by immunohistochemical staining[9].
Overexpression of bcl-2 has been reported in a
wide variety of cancers including prostate, colorectal,
lung, renal, bladder and leukemia [10]. Several studies
have provided conclusive evidence that elevations in
bcl-2 expression cause resistance to chemotherapy and
radiotherapy[11].
Ki 67 was originally identified by its cell cycle
related expression and it is now considered as one of
the specific and important markers for cell
proliferation[9]. This nuclear antigen expressed during
all phases of cell cycle, but not in the quiescent phase.
Determination of the Ki-67 soon became widely used in
surgical pathology. In most types of cancer (for
example, carcinomas, sarcomas, lymphomas and
gliomas), the Ki-67 was found to correlate with tumor
grade and clinical course[12] .
This study aimed at investigating the interrelated
role of a tumor suppressor protein, p53, an antiapoptotic
protein, bcl-2, an oncogene, c-myc and a prolifertative
marker, Ki-67 in patients with bladder TCC living in
the region of The Middle East where no previous
studies scrutinized the effect of these 4 markers
together on TCC tumors. Moreover, this study granted a
good chance to study the correlation behavior of these
markers with each other in TCC patients.

Written consents were granted by the involved patients
for sampling of the study. The handling with human
subjects was done under the permission of the regional
committee of Ethics for biomedical research.
Control group: Twenty age- and sex- matched
individuals, who were seeking urologists for lower
urogential problems, were considered as control group
whose bladder biopsies were investigated and were
proved to be free of bladder cancer or any other bladder
disease or inflammation. Consents were granted from
the control group subjects to study their transurethral
biopsies.
Specimens of tumor biopsy: The bladder cancer
patients underwent either transurethral resection of
bladder tumor (TUR-BT) or cystectomy biopsy. The
specimens taken were multiple pieces, 1-5 mm in
thickness and were immersed in 10% formalin in order
to make a paraffin block.
Immunohistochemistry for p53, bcl-2, c-myc and Ki 67: Immunohistochemistry staining was done using a
set of monoclonal primary antibodies; anti-p53 protein,
anti bcl-2 protein, anti-c-myc protein (InnoGenex,
USA), anti Ki-67 protein (DakoCytomation). The used
procedure of IHC was according to the manufacturer
instructions (LSAB2 Universal Dakocytomation
strepavidin-biotin detection system). The working
dilutions of antibodies used were 1:100, 1:75, 1:100 and
1: 50 for anti- p53, bcl-2, c-myc and Ki-67 resepctively.
After baking slides in oven at 65°C overnight,
slides were deparaffinized by applying sequential
immersion for 5 min in xylene, 95% ethanol, 70%
ethanol and in DW respectively. In order to obtain the
best results, autoclave-based antigen retrieval was done.
Slides were placed in a jar containing antigen retrieval
solution (0.1M citrate buffer, pH 6) and left in the
autoclave, for 2-4 min under 121°C. Then, 100 µL of
the diluted primary antibody was applied onto the
sections and the slides were placed in the humid
chamber incubated at 4ºC overnight. The next day,
slides were rinsed gently with PBS-Tween and placed
in fresh PBS-Tween bath for 1 min. One-two drops of
the biotinylated secondary goat anti-mouse antibodies
(DakoCytomation) were applied onto the sections and
slides were placed in the humid chamber and incubated
at 37°C for 1 h. After rinsing step, One-two drops of
streptaviden-Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) reagent
(dakocytomation) was applied onto the sections, slides
were placed in humid chamber and incubated at 37ºC
for 30 min. The prepared DAB-substrate chromogen
solution was applied onto sections, slides were

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The population of the study:
Bladder cancer patients: Thirty patients (23 males and
7 females) with TCC of the bladder, who were
confirmed histopathologically, were included in this
study in the period from March 2007 - May 2008. The
patients with bladder cancer and the control group
subjects were retrieved, examined, interviewed and
sampled in the region of The Middle East (Jordan, Syria
and Iraq). The investigational study was conducted in
University Putra Malaysia (UPM) in Malaysia. These
patients’ age ranged from 38-72 years. Patients were
diagnosed clinically by consultant urologists. Eighteen
patients presented with bladder tumor for the first time
and 12 presented with recurrent bladder tumor that most
of them were treated surgically. TCC patients staging
was done according to TNM system and categorized
accordingly into invasive (T2, T3 and T4) and non
invasive tumors (Ta, T1 and CIS). Moreover, TCC
cases were histologically graded as low grade (formerly
graded 1-2) or high grade (formerly graded 3)[1].
Information on the involved patients was obtained by a
questionnaire including name, age, sex, address, time of
the disease presentation and relevant medical history.
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significant association of the positive studied markers
in relation to several clinopathological criteria, namely
tumor presentation, muscle invasion and tumor grade.
After proving that all studied samples obey the normal
distribution pattern using Kolmogorov and Smirnov
normalization tests, parametric tests of significant
difference were used namely Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r) to study the correlation between different
IHC markers. p-values less than 0.05 were considered
as significant.

incubated in dark at room temperature for 20 min.
Mayer's hematoxylin stain was used as counterstain,
then slides were dehydrated and mounted with DPX
mounting fluid.
Staining analysis: Slides were examined by pathologist
by light microscope at X40 magnification (Fig. 1).
Immunostaining was scored according to certain cut-off
values calculated in other reports. The cut-off for
positivity was >5% positive nuclei for p53[13], 10%
positive cells for bcl-2[14], 10% positive cells for Ki67[15]
and
5%
positive
cells
for
c-myc
immunostaining[16]. Semi -quantitative IHC scoring was
done (Table 1).

RESULTS
The histopathological examination revealed that 20
bladder cancer patients were with high grade tumors
versus 10 of low grade tumors. And 17 of them were
with invasive tumors versus 13 with non-invasive
tumors. The IHC findings of he retrieved tissue sections
showed that all of the studied markers namely, p53, bcl2, c-myc and Ki-67 proteins were expressed positively
remarkably higher than that in control subjects
(p<0.05). This indicated the essential role that these
markers appear to play in the pathogenesis of TCC of
bladder (Table 2).
It was found that the score ‘High’ of p53
expression was the most frequent among the p53positive patients, 43.75%. It was shown that the p53
positive expression was not associated significantly
with disease presentation (p>0.05). On the other hand,
it was associated with high grade histopathology and
highly muscle-invasive tumors (p<0.05) (Table 3,
Fig. 2).

Statistical analysis: It was conducted using SPSS
software version 10 and MS Excel 2000. Chisquare test of independence was used for evaluating the
Table 1: The semi-quantitative scoring of p53 and bcl-2
Marker
Negative
Low
Moderate
p53
< 5%
5-25%
25-50%
bcl-2
< 10%
10-50%
---

High
>50%
>50%

Table 2: A comparative table between the number and percentage of
bladder cancer patients and control subjects showed positive
IHC expression of p53, bcl-2, c-myc, and Ki-67
The No. (%)
The No. (%) of
The
of patients
control subjects
histopathological
with positive
with positive
marker
expression
expression
p-value
P53
16/30 (53.3)
0/20 (0)
<0.0001
Bcl-2
15 (50%)
1/20 (5)
<0.0001
c-myc
17/30 (56.66)
0/20 (0)
<0.0001
Ki-67
24/30 (80)
3/20 (15)
<0.0001
Table 3: The percentage of p53 overexpression in relation to the
clinicopathological criteria
The No. (%) of the
Criteria (number)
positive p53 patients
p-value
Histopathology
Low grade tumor (10)
2 (20.0)
0.02
High grade tumor (20)
14 (70.0)
Tumor invasion
Invasive tumor (17)
12 (70.5)
0.03
Non-invasive tumor (13)
4 (30.7)
Presentation
Recurrent tumor (12)
7 (58.3)
0.65
Primary tumor (18)
9 (50.0)

Fig. 1: Immunohistochemical staining in TCC of
bladder tumor sections. Immunostaining by
peroxidase/DAB (brown) counterstained with
hematoxylin. (A): Bladder tumor (TCC), c-myc
protein cytoplasmic staining in high-grade
tumor (X40). (B): TCC, p53 nuclear stains in
low-grade tumor (X100). (C): TCC, bcl-2
nuclear staining high-grade tumor (X20).
(D): TCC, Ki-67 nuclear staining in advanced
tumor (X40)
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Table 4: The percentage of bcl-2 expression in relation to the
clinicopathological criteria
The num ber (%) of the
Criteria (number)
positive bcl-2 patients
p-value
Histopathology
Low grade tumor (10)
2 (20.00)
0.02
High grade tumor (20)
13 (65.00)
Tumor invasion
Invasive tumor (17)
12 (70.50)
0.01
Non-invasive tumor (13)
3 (23.00)
Presentation
Recurrent tumor (12)
5 (41.66)
0.66
Primary tumor (18)
10 (55.50)

Table 5: The expression of c-myc protein in relation to the
clinicopathological criteria
The No. (%) of the
Criteria (number)
positive c-myc patients
p-value
Histopathology
Low grade tumor (10)
4 (40.00)
0.193
High grade tumor (20)
13 (65.00)
Tumor invasion
Invasive tumor (17)
15 (88.23)
0.006
Non-invasive tumor (13)
2 (15.38)
Presentation
Recurrent tumor (12)
6 (50.00)
0.547
Primary tumor (18)
11 (61.10)
Table 6: The results of Ki-67 staining in relation
clinicopathological criteria
The No. (%) of the
Criteria (number)
positive Ki-67 patients
Histopathology
Low grade tumor (10)
6 (60.0)
High grade tumor (20)
18 (90.0)
Tumor invasion
Invasive tumor (17)
16 (94.1)
Non-invasive tumor (13)
8 (61.5)
Presentation
Recurrent tumor (12)
12 (100)
Primary tumor (18)
12 (66.6)

to the

p-value
0.048
0.027
0.025

Table 7: Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) among the IHC
expression of p53, bcl-2, c-myc and ki-67 in the studied
bladder cancer patients
Marker 1 vs. marker 2
Correlation coefficient (r)
p-value
P53 vs. bcl-2
0.733000
p<0.05
P53 vs. c-myc
0.665184
p<0.05
P53 vs. Ki-67
0.534522
p<0.05
Bcl-2 vs. c-myc
0.067267
p>0.05
Bcl-2 vs. Ki-67
0.500000
p<0.05
c-myc vs. Ki-67
0.571772
p<0.05

Fig. 2: The percentage of bladder cancer patients with
positive expression of p53, bcl-2, c-myc and Ki67 proteins in IHC tissue sections in relation to
the studied clinicopathological criteria

The correlations among the studied markers:
Correlations among the IHC expression of the studied
markers namely, p53, bcl-2, c-myc and ki-67 were
made using Pearson's correlation coefficient (r). It was
found that p53 and Ki-67 expression was correlated
positively with all other markers and with each other
(p<0.05). C-myc and bcl-2 expression was correlated
positively with other markers (p<0.05) except the
correlation of c-myc with bcl-2 was not significant
(p>0.05) (Table 7). This indicated that p53, bcl-2, Ki67 and c-myc proteins in TCC tissues increase or
decrease largely in parallel which points out to the
presence of a well integrated network of oncogenes,
tumor suppressor proteins, cell cycle regulators and
proliferation markers that might initiate and/or maintain
the cancerous status of TCC of bladders.

The bcl-2 expression at the score ‘High’ was
32.37%. It was shown that the bcl-2 positive expression
is associated significantly with histopathology favoring
high tumor grade and muscle invasion favoring
invasive tumors (P<0.05). On the other hand, It was not
associated with the disease presentation (P>0.05)
(Table 4, Fig. 2).
Regarding c-myc protein, it was shown that the cmyc positive expression was significantly associated
with muscle invasion favoring invasive tumors (p<0.05)
whereas it was not associated with tumor grade or
disease presentation (p>0.05) (Table 5, Fig. 2).
Ki-67 protein positive staining was extensively
prominent in bladder tumors, 24 (80%). It was shown
that the Ki-67 positive expression was associated
significantly with histopathology favoring high tumor
grade, tumor invasion favoring invasive tumors and
with the disease presentation favoring recurrent tumors
(p<0.05) (Table 6, Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION
The molecular phenotyping has provided new
dimensions to the characterization of the biological
potential of tumors that may help better predict their
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clinical outcome. Different studies have indicated that
alteration in cell cycle regulation is a key event in
determining the biological behavior of bladder
cancer[17].
In this study, mutant-type p53 was detected by
IHC, a technique is sensitive enough to consider its
result. Mutated-p53 protein shows much longer half-life
than wild type, allowing its detection by IHC. It acts by
forming complexes with the wild type, prohibiting its
function. P53 positive expression was differentially
found in 70% of high-grade and 75% in invasive
tumors, while in low grade, its expression was scanty,
20% (p<0.05). In this study, results have showed that
p53 protein was associated with the tumor grade and
the disease progression to invasive tumor. These results
are in agreement with Atug et al.[18] who showed a
similar association with tumor grade as p53 was
detected in 75% of high grade tumor and 25% of low
grade tumor. Unfortunately, they did not focus on the
role of muscle invasion. Nakopoulou et al.[19] showed
that p53 overexpression was detected in 50% of TCCs
especially in muscle -invasive carcinomas.
The effect of the mutated p53 is to inhibit the wild
type function, namely cell cycle arrest and apoptosis,
driving tumors to proliferate and increase in size. This
increment in the tumor stroma will affect the
microenvironment circulation in the surrounding
normal tissue, reducing the infiltration of immune cells
to the area with reduction in the cytokines level. Hence,
a state of local immunosuppression will take place[20].
Moreover, the increase in the size of tumors requires
new blood vessel formation. Therefore, angiogenesis is
needed and formation of new blood vessels is
enhanced. The process of angiogenesis helps increase
the tumor size and facilitates metastasis [21]. Dysfunction
of p53 also gives hand to angiogenesis and hence
metastasis [21]. Therefore in bladder cancers, the
overexpression of p53 represents the accumulation of
mutated dysfunctional version of the protein leading to
a state of high rate proliferation, immunosuppression,
where all increase the invasiveness and aggressiveness
of the tumor as what is found in this study.
The current study revealed that 50% of patients
showed positive expression of bcl-2. And 65% of the
high-grade tumors and 20% of low-grade tumors
showed positive bcl-2 expression. Hence, Bcl-2 was
shown to be significantly associated with tumor grade
(p<0.05). Furthermore, 70.5% of the invasive tumors
showed positive bcl-2 expression versus only 23% in
non-invasive tumors (p<0.05). These findings are in
agreement with the study of Atug et al.[18] who stated
that the positive immunostaining of bcl-2 was observed
in 69% of bladder cancers where 75% of patients were

with high-grade tumors and only 25% with low-grade
tumors which confirmed the significant bcl-2
association with the tumor grade. However, our
results showed some differences with that of
Nakopoulou et al.[19] who stated that bcl-2 was
observed in 52% of bladder cancer patients where 57%
of them were of low-grade and 43% of high-grade
tumors. In addition, the results of Shiina et al.[22] was
different too form our results. They showed that the
expression of bcl-2 was observed only in 24.7% of
bladder cancer cases and stated that this expression
inversely correlated with tumor grade and was not
correlated with tumor stage.
One potential explanation for the high levels of
bcl-2 expression in bladder cancer patients is the loss of
p53 function. The loss of p53 may enhance the
expression of bcl-2, by relieving it from the
transcriptional repression of the wild type p53
protein [11]. This was confirmed by the highly significant
direct correlation found between the IHC expression of
bcl-2 and that of p53 (P<0.05). Given the main reason
of the high p53 positive expression in bladder cancers is
the formation of dysfunctional mutated p53, therefore
the higher the p53 in bladder cancer the higher the
mutated p53 leading to less functional wild p53.
Accordingly, less wild p53 leads to higher bcl-2 and
decreased apoptosis. Bcl-2 prevents the interaction
between Bax and Bak, which in turn prevents the
release of the cytochrome c from mitochondria,
resulting in the prevention of apoptosis [10]. Moreover,
bcl-2 sequesters caspase activators and this prevents
caspase activation which subsequently prevents
apoptosis and the tumor cell then proliferate[10]. It is
known that the dysfunction of p53 alone does not
always cause neoplastic transformation. So, overexpression of bcl-2 could worsen the condition leading
to the condition where the tumor will increase in stroma
affecting the microcirculation[23] . It is noteworthy to
mention one of the interesting observations in this study
which implied on the effect of bcl-2 in the
chemotherapy resistance of bladder cancers. Most of
bladder tumors involved in this study with high bcl-2
expression have shown remarkable resistance to the
most known cytotoxic drugs and this may require
further prospective study with follow up to demonstrate
this particular role.
In this study, 56.7% of patients showed positive
immunostaining for c-myc protein. The positive
expression of c-myc was not associated with tumor
grade (p>0.05). 40% of low-grade tumor patients were
with positive c-my expression and 53% were with high
grade tumors. However, muscle invasion was
significantly associated (p<0.05) with c-myc expression
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agreement with[19,15,29] who showed that Ki-67 positive
immunostaining was correlated with tumor grade and
muscle invasion. It is noteworthy to mention that Ki-67
expression was significantly correlated positively with
all other studied markers namely p53, bcl-2 and c-myc.
This provided evidence that Ki-67 is central in the
parthenogenesis of bladder cancer and it reflects the
status of increased proliferation potential of the
cancerous cells. Accordingly, Ki-67 positive
immunostaining in bladder tumor reflects the
proliferation process in this tumor. Its detection reflects
that this antigen is present in most cell cycle steps, but
not in resting cells.

as 88.23% of invasive tumor patients showed positive
c-myc expression. This finding is in agreement with
Schmitz-Drager et al.[24] who showed that 58% of their
patients were c-myc positive. They also revealed that
59% of the positive cases were of muscle-invasive
tumors. They concluded that c-myc over-expression did
not correlate with tumor grade or tumor
progression[26;24].
In
present
study,
c-myc
overexpression was not significantly (p>0.05)
associated with disease presentation whether recurrent
or primary tumor. Lipponen[25] showed that 34% of
patients had positive c-myc and they found that c-myc
expression was associated with tumor grade but with no
prognostic value. Nevertheless, c-myc proved in this
study that it is actively engaged in the pathogenesis of
bladder cancer due to many reasons; positive c-myc
expression was found in 57% of patients, its association
with tumor muscle invasion and it was significantly
correlated positively with both p53 and Ki-67 proteins.
Consequently, c-myc seems one of the oncogens
implicated in TCC of bladder cancers. C-myc might
play its pathogenic role in bladder tumors through
inducing proliferation rather than apoptosis [26]. The
induction of apoptosis is known to be through p53 gene.
Wild type p53 represses c-myc expression most likely
through transcription. Consequently, when c-myc is
overexpressed due to p53 dysfunction, this promotes
aggressive cell growth and transformation[26].
Therefore, it is not surprising that p53 mutation and
deregulated c-myc expression are common events in
human cancers. The defect in c-myc could start in early
stages of the disease and this defect is irreversible
which is indicated by the non-added effects in late
stage, but rather, it may open windows for other defects
to take place, increasing the severity of the disease[27].
Hence, one can assume that, c-myc might be necessary
but not sufficient for the induction of proliferation in
bladder cancer and further studies are needed to
pinpoint its role bladder oncogenesis.
The proliferation index of Ki-67 is an important
marker to assess whether the cell is in the proliferative
phase or not. It is expressed throughout all phases of the
cell cycle except in the quiescent phase (Go ). In cancer
cells, Ki-67 plays an important role as an index for the
replication and the prognosis [328]. In addition, it is well
associated to tumor grade, stage and recurrence[28]. In
this study, Ki-67 was positively expressed in 80% of
bladder cancer patients. And it was significantly
(p<0.05) associated with tumor grade in that 90% of
high-grade tumors showed positive Ki-67 expression
versus 60% in low-grade tumors. Moreover, it was
significantly (p<0.05) associated with invasive tumors,
94.1% and with recurrent tumors, 100%. This is in

CONCLUSION
Taken together, p53 has the upper hand in the
bladder oncogenesis. This study showed that p53 was
overexpressed in bladder cancer which was most
probably a mutated type. P53 was associated with
tumor progression, reflected by the association with
tumor grade and muscle invasion. P53 mutation affects
other cell cycle proteins, like bcl-2, which aggravates
the disease condition. Bcl-2 also was shown to be
associated with tumor growth and progression via its
association with high tumor invasiveness and high
tumor grade which all aggravate the bladder cancer.
The oncogene c-myc could play its role through a self
mutation or due to p53 mutation. Unlike p53 and bcl-2,
C-myc proved to aggravate the invasiveness of tumors
rather than tumor grade or progression. Ki-67 reflected
successfully the increased proliferation of tumor cells
which was affected by the other studied markers. Ki-67
was the only marker that associated with tumor
presentation which renders it as a good prognostic
marker.
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